Revised Valve Lash Adjustment on 1989-2002 Nissan 2.0L
SR20DE Engines
The AERA Technical Committee offers the following information on a revised valve lash adjustment for
1989-2002 2.0L Nissan 2.0L SR20DE engines. There is also a unique shim adjustment kit available to
ease the adjustment procedure.
This procedure should be followed whenever a valve adjustment is needed on the SR2ODE engine.
Each cylinder contains two intake valves and two exhaust valves. Each pair of valves is operated by
one Y-shaped rocker arm. One valve in each pair contains a rocker arm guide which is not adjustable.
The matching valve contains a replaceable shim. A hydraulic lash adjuster (HLA) is also included in the
system and acts as the rocker arm pivot.
The main purpose of the shims is to match the height of the shimmed valve(s) to the height of the
nonadjustable rocker arm guide. The HLA’s zero the desired valve lash.

The following procedure will ensure that the proper size shim is installed on the shimmed valve to
achieve "zero" valve clearance.
1. Remove camshafts, rocker arms and shims. For future reference, identify each shim with the
cylinder it was removed from. Since the shims are reusable, it may not be necessary to replace
all of the existing shims.
2. Before attempting any measurement, make sure the valve, valve spring, collet, retainer and
rocker arm guide are properly installed in the head.
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3. Install the J38957-1 gauge plate into the tapped holes at the cam journals and secure it to the
head using two of the hex bolts supplied with the kit. (The two remaining bolts are spares.)
4. Place the J38957-2 collar on the J38957-8 dial indicator. Make sure the dished side of the collar
is facing "up" (toward the dial indicator). Secure the collar to the dial indicator by tightening the
set screw in the collar.

5. Place the indicator and collar over # 1-cylinder intake valve, shim side. Slide the tip of the dial
indicator through the access hole and place it on the end of the valve stem. While resting the
dial indicator collar on the gauge plate, "zero" the dial indicator.
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6. Move the dial indicator and collar to the adjacent hole in the gauge plate and place the tip of the
indicator in the center of the rocker arm guide. Write down the dial indicator reading. This
measured distance between the valve stem end and the contact surface of the rocker arm guide
is the "T1" dimension.

7. Match the measured "T1" dimension (in inches) to the available shim chart (in millimeters)
located in the appropriate service manual. (the "T1" dimension is equivalent to the thickness
and size designation of the valve shim.) Select the closest size shim to the measured "T1"
dimension. For example, if the measured "T1" dimension is .1154” use a 2.925 MM shim. Shims
are available in 17 different thicknesses ranging from .110” (2.800 MM) to .126” (3.200 MM) and
increase in increments of .001” (.025 MM). Record all your readings for reference.
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8. Repeat this procedure on the remaining cylinders.
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